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Hey hey yea 
Hey hey come on 
Hey hey alright now listen up 
Hey hey come on 
Hey hey yea hey hey 
Here we go 

I got a lot to do 
I got a a lot to say 
You've got take a chance and do it your way 
I get a lot of fan mail asking for the detail 
I give them all the run around s'all we put the lost is
found 

[Chorus] 
Just be this way and act this way, so talk this way i wont
do all that you tell me 
Sit and stay, no words to say so walk this way 
Couse everyone around me, knows that im a dreamer
ive always got my head in the clouds 
So you all you none belivers you can go get lost in the
crowd 
Im not just a Doll 
Not not just a Doll 

[2nd verus] 
Beatcha just wonder how i got strong i dont want no
longer to deal with all the anger 
Where you want to go, who you be be 
You've got walk the talk so you can be free 
You guys with something always end up with nothing 
Find a way to make a plan always think that you can 

[Chorus] 
Just be this way and act this way, so talk this way i wont
do all that you tell me 
Sit and stay, no words to say so walk this way 
Couse everyone around me, knows that im a dreamer
ive always got my head in the clouds 
So you all you none belivers you can go get lost in the
crowd 
Im not just a Doll 
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Not not just a Doll 

[Bridge] 
Thank you for helping, i wont be hating, got you me
thinking ive got to my own thing 
Aint no strings attached, now im feeling free at last, i
just want to sing and dance so i had to take a chance 
Thats what i got to do , what i got to do , so i invited you
im hopeing to inspire you 
Its just the way of life i got make it right all my fans got
me working hard day and night 

[Chorus] 
Just be this way and act this way, so talk this way i wont
do all that you tell me 
Sit and stay, no words to say so walk this way 
Couse everyone around me, knows that im a dreamer
ive always got my head in the clouds 
So you all you none belivers you can go get lost in the
crowd 

Im not just a Doll 
Not not just a Doll
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